
There’s a lot to consider when arranging a funeral service and choosing a purpose-
built, versatile space staffed by an experienced team of people can help put your 
mind at ease. The Acacia and Folland Reflection Rooms and lounges at Enfield 
Memorial Park were created especially to cater for families looking for a peaceful 
place to say farewell, reflect and remember the life of a family member or loved 
one.

Many families choose to remember a life through photos, video and music and 
our Reflection Rooms are equipped with this in mind, featuring up-to-date audio 
visual equipment to smoothly and reliably play whatever media you choose. Our 
Reflection rooms and their dedicated lounges are modern, comfortable spaces. 
Our lounges cater perfectly for refreshments following a burial or cremation service 
and our team is ready to help make the whole experience as smooth and stress-
free as possible.

Our experienced Memorial Sales team will be more than happy to discuss options 
and take you for a tour. Bookings are requested to ensure staff availability.
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Acacia

The Acacia Reflection Room can accommodate 96 
seated guests inside and the remainder outside 
(mix of seated and standing). Outdoor speakers and 
projection screens mean that even at larger funerals, 
guests outside can hear and see the service.

Folland

The Folland Reflection Room can allow 117 people 
inside and additional guests outside (mix of seated 
and standing). Outdoor speakers and projection 
screens mean that even at larger funerals, guests 
outside can hear and see the service.

AV & Live Streaming

Each of our reflection rooms at Enfield Memorial 
Park offer full AV Systems including projectors, 
audio and live streaming. These systems connect to 
the exterior of the reflection room – allowing those 
outside of the room to be a part of the service.
We have recently upgraded our AV system to include 
more flexibility when it comes to the service order 
and type of files accepted – allowing for a truly 
unique and personalised service.
For those that are unable to attend the service, 
Adelaide Cemeteries are pleased to offer 
complimentary Live Streaming of the service in 
both of our reflection rooms. Hosted through our 
website and secured with a unique PIN, the service 
is streamed live as well as stored on our server for 
loved ones to be able to watch back at a later time.
All services conducted within our Reflection Rooms 
also include a complimentary ‘Celebration of Life’ 
DVD presentation. Each presentation includes up to 
30 photographs, accompanied by a single piece of 
music.

Catering & Refreshments

For lounge services held at Enfield Memorial Park, 
we offer a range of hot beverages and chilled still/
sparkling water for those who wish to stay after the 
service.
We can also offer an outdoor lounge service, 
allowing your loved ones to enjoy the beautiful 
gardens while reflecting and paying their respects.
We are also excited to be able to now offer a range 
of sweet and savoury platters that can be added to 
a lounge service up to 48 hours prior. These options 
are charged on a “per platter” basis and come in 
hot or cold options, as well as catering to a variety 
of dietary requirements. If you have any specific 
requests or are interested in additional catering 
options, our Hospitality Team would be pleased to 
discuss these with you.

A New Era of Reflection
Work is nearing completion on our new $25 million Multi-Function Community Precinct at Enfield Memorial 
Park. With spaces for up to 500 people and expanded food and beverage options, the expected completion of 
this project will be early 2023. 


